Delayed cell cycle progression in human lymphoblastoid cells after exposure to high-LET radiation correlates with extremely localized DNA damage.
To compare the genotoxic effects of high-LET ionizing radiation to those of low-LET radiation, we investigated the responses of human lymphoblastoid cells to DNA damage TK6 after treatment with either low-LET X rays or high-LET iron ions (1000 keV/microm). A highly localized distribution of gammaH2AX/RAD51 foci was observed in the nuclei of cells irradiated with iron ions, in sharp contrast to cells exposed to X rays, where the distribution of foci was much more uniform. This implied the occurrence of a relatively high frequency of closely spaced double-strand breaks, i.e. clustered DNA damage, after iron-ion exposure. Despite the well-established notion that clustered DNA damage is refractory to repair compared to isolated DNA lesions, there were no significant differences in the levels of clonogenic survival and apoptosis between cells treated with iron ions or X rays. Strikingly, however, cells accumulated in G(2)/M phase to a much lesser extent after iron-ion exposure than after X-ray exposure. This differential accumulation could be attributed to a much slower evacuation of the S-phase compartment in the case of cells irradiated with iron ions. Taken together, our results indicate that, relative to the situation for low-LET X rays, exposure to high-LET iron ions results in a substantially greater inhibition of S-phase progression as a result of a higher frequency of DNA replication-blocking clustered DNA damage.